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Counterfeit cash caught

WWWBGVIEWSCOM

Four students charged for forgery after printing $20 bills
By Ella Fowler

Blackboard
problems

City Editor

The University
Blackboard system
causes issues for
both professors
and students | Page 3

Emphasizing
the wrong idea

Four males were arrested last
Sunday because of "good policing,"
said lames Wiegand, director of
public safety.
WjMtt listep, 19; Colton Means,
18, and rwo juveniles, all of
Sandusky, Ohio, were arrested
for forgery last week after they
attempted to exchange counterfeit
S20 bills for real money.
"The officers saw something out

of the ordinary and made a good
arrest," Wiegand said.
According to the campus police
report, two of the four individuals were observed around 5 a.m.
Sunday looking suspicious near
the Sigma Phi Epsilon Fraternity
near Rodgers Hall.
"Some of my police officers
observed males who didn't look
like they fit |in|," Wiegand said.
"When they were approached, they
began to walk away."
As officers approached, one of

the defendants attempted to drop
something from his pocket. Upon
further investigation, it was found
to be a S20 counterfeit bill.
"They admitted to printing the
S20 with a computer and printer,"
Wiegand said.
Two other subjects were found
in Mean's car and admitted to having fake $20s on their person when
they arrived in Bowling Green.
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DENY: Missouri running back Derrick Washington stiff arms defensive lineman Angelo
Magnone

CASH

Columnist Matt Buyer
found much of the art
at the Black Swamp
Arts Festival to lack
authenticity and

Falcons blow early lead,
fall to No. 25 Missouri
By Sean Shapiro
Assistant Sports Editor

Expecting big things coming off
a blowout win over rival Illinois a
week before, the crowd of 65,401
COLUMBIA. Mo. — Football is for the Tigers' first home game
a game of four quarters, and on slipped into a cone of silence in
Saturday, the Falcons learned that the first half as BGSU lead 13-6.
BGSU out-gained Missouri in
lesson the hard way as they fell
to No. 25 University of Missouri yardage 162 to 116 in the first half
and had taken an early lead on an
27-20.
BGSU played with one of the 11-yard touchdown reception by
top teams in the country for the Ray Hutson.
the Falcon defense also held
first 45 minutes, but they were
finally worn down and couldn't their own against the reigning Big
continue their strong play in the 12 North division champions, forcfourth quarter, allowing 21 unan- ing rwo first-half turnovers, but
swered points that erased their the offense couldn't capitalize and
settled for a pair of field goals.
20-6 lead.
Despite the failure to turn oppor"I can't say that our guys didn't
play hard, because they did," tunities into touchdowns, BGSU
senior quarterback Tyler Sheehan opened the second half with an
said . I think Missouri stepped 11-play, 73-yard touchdown drive
it up a little; they made adjust- grinding 5:09 off the dock.
However, the drive proved to
ments. That's what their coaches
are paid to da I think we played
See FOOTBALL I Page 2
good enough to win but the outcome just didn't happen."

meaning | Page 4

Step up and
do it yourself
Faculty columnist
I Schurrer believes
it is more noble of
people who want to
help others to donate
their time and money
on their own accord
than to rely on tax
money to do it for
them | Page 4

Chipotle, meet the newest
iTunes app sensation
By Hannah Nusser
Reporter

Public urination can have a stream of consequences

I

Besides the bathroom,
where is the best
place to pee?

HANNADIXON
Freshman. Sports
Management
"By the dumpster,
because it already
stinks, so it doesn't
matter" | Page 4

k

It's dark outside. A student is stumbling back from a
night at the bars. They really have to go—right now.
Just as they're zipping up their jeans, they see
the flashing blue and red lights.
Busted.
While it may be humorous to attain five minutes of fame in The BG News Police Blotter, the
actual consequences of public urination may not
be worth it.
U. Tony Hetrick of the Bowling Green Police
Division gave his honest explanation for the
offense: "stupidity, lack of dass, lack of maturity,
disregard for others' property."
"It is a genuinely disgusting practice that offends
the public," he added. "No one wants to have
to sidestep puddles of urine while they are anywhere in town and no one wants to watch you
relieve yourself."
Hetrick said public urination is an all too common occurrence — there have been 19 arrests for
the offense since Jury 26. In his experience, the

offenses typically occur after 10 p.m. on any day
of the week.
"lit happensl usually in parking lots, behind
dumpsters, in bushes, alleys and sometimes right
on the sidewalk downtown," he said.
The deed is considered a minor misdemeanor
and offenders will be cited for disorderly conduct.
Furthermore, it carries a fine of no more than
S100, in addition to court costs.
However, it can also be written on a civil citatiun form, carrying a $75 fine for the first offense
and $ 150 for the second.
Sgt )ohn Shumaker of the University police department offered a few words of caution in regard to students' relieving themselves wherever they sec fit
"We have cameras on several of our parking lots
and we pay students to watch those cameras after
dark," Shumaker said.
Students have been caught urinating in parking lots by these cameras, he said.
"It's not something the officers can sometimes

Chipotle fanatics now have a
new reason to crave its Mexican
cuisine — jumping the line.
A new application forChipotle
Mexican Grill became available
for Apple products Aug. 25. The
Chipotle application, available
for the iPhone and iPod Touch,
enables users to place orders
from their mobile devices and
pick their orders up at their
convenience.
The free application was
downloaded 17,500 times in
the first 24 hours, and by Aug.
26, was also the No. 2 Lifestyle
application at the online iTunes
Store.
The application is very similar to the online ordering opt ion
available at Chipotle.com. With
both ordering options, users
custom create their order,
just as they would at the restaurant, and then pick it up at
the Chipotle location of their
choice. The application also
shows users which Chipotle

"It's as easy
as sending a
text message."
Rob Kramer I Junior

restaurants are nearest them
based on GPS or Wi-Fi, depending on the mobile device.
"it's as easy as sending a text
message," junior Rob Kramer
said.
As an additional convenience,
customers have the option to
pay securely with a credit card
when placingtheorderorat the
time of pick-up. Another cool
feature, according to Chipotle
Public Relations Representative
li'iiii.i Simenic, is that customers don't have to deal with waiting in line — they can go right
to the register to pick up their
order.
Kramer handles the online
and application orders as "faxSee CHIPOTLE | Page 2

PAINTING THE SWAMP

See URINATION | Page 2
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CHILD'S PLAY: Elanora Smith. 4. and her brother Quinton. 2. of Toledo, fingerpaim
on Saturday at their first Black Swamp Arts Festival. Elanota said her favorite part of the
festival was decorating her wings.
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when she attempted to use a someone else's ID. to get into Uptown/
Downtown.

BLOTTER
THURSDAY,
SEPT. 10
8:19 PM.
Complainant repotted sometime
during the night unknown subject(s)
pried landscaping bricks loose within the 200th block of E. Evers Ave.
4:05 PM.
John Doe. 28. of Bowling Green.
was arrested for forgery when he
attempted to use a fake Social
Security number to obtain license
plates at the BMV
838 PM.
Christopher Groves. 42. of Milton
Center. Ohio, was cited for open
■ i ner of alcohol within the
100th block of State St
9 11 P.M.
■ I c anl 'Cported an unknown
male who appeared intoxicated was
walking into the road on the corners of S. Mam Street and Lehman
Avenue
11:31 P.M.
Avon Allen. 19. of Bowling
Green, and Crystal Zydiak. 19. of
Cleveland, were both arrested
for open container of alcohol and
underage possession of alcohol
within the 500th block of N
Enterprise St.

FRIDAY. SEPT. 11
1230 A.M.
Raymon Hunt. 26. of Toledo, was
arrested for prohibited acts at
Uptown/ Downtown.
12:42 A.M.
Grtffm Mccutloch. 20. of Waterville.
Ohio, was arrested for underage possession of alcohol, open
container of alcohol, littering in
public and obstructing official business within the 200th block of N.
Prospect St.
1247 A.M.
Jonathan Hart. 20. of Fremont.
Ohio, was cited for disorderly
conduct for urinating in public and
underage under the influence within
the 100th block of N. Mam St.
108 A.M.
Lauren Anderson. 18. and Shenae
Nuoffer. 18. both of Perrysburg.
were arrested for open container of
alcohol and underage possession of
alcohol within the 100th block of E.
Oak St.
1:24 A.M.
Brooke Hampshire. 20. of Bowling
Green, was cited for prohibited acts

1:29 A.M.
Thomas Dean. 25. of Cygnet, Ohio,
was cited for disorderly conduct for
urinating in Lot 2.
1:36 A.M.
Jessica Hughes. 19. of Shelton.
Conn., was cited for underage
under the influence within the
400th block of E Wooster St.
1:39 A.M.
Keith Raine. 19. of Bowling Green,
was cited for disorderly conduct for
urinatmg within the 100th block of
N Main St.
1:52 A.M.
Resident(s) within the 800th block
of E Wooster St. were warned for
disorderly conduct and loud music.
2:33 A.M.
Hannah Lorentz, 18, of Bowling
Green, was cited for underage
consumption of alcohol within the
100th block of N. Prospect St.
2:58 A.M.
Marcie Potter. 24. of Ooltewah.
Tenn.. and James Tudor. 27. of
Bowling Green, were arrested for
disorderly conduct for fighting within the 100th block of Manville Ave.
9:27 A.M.
Complainant reported an unknown
person got his credit card number
and purchased merchandise online.
1259 P.M.
Complainant reported sometime
during the night unknown subject(s)
pulled the storm door off the hinges
and punched out the plexiglass
door within the 200th block of W.
Merry Ave
2:41 P.M.
Complainant reported l\e was
pushed while talking on the pay
phone within the 100th block of S.
Summit St.
3:12 P.M.
Complainant reported an unknown
subject(s) used her debit card at
Circle K.
614 P.M.
Complainant reported unknown
subject(s) broke the driver side mirror of his car within the 3C0th block
of E. Evers St. Damage valued at
$100.
7:43 P.M.
Nichole Kajfasz. 20. of Bowling
Green, and Lindsay Roman. 19.
of Toledo, were arrested for theft
when they attempted to steal
$52.95 worth of merchandise from
Wal-Mart.

11:04 P.M.
Cobb Devlin. 19. of Cincinnati,
was arrested for open container of
alcohol and underage possession of
alcohol within the 200th block of E.
Wooster St.
11:50 P.M.
Brittani Murphy. 21. of Fostoria.
Ohio, was cited for open container
of alcohol within the 200th block of
N. Main St.
1158 P.M.
Complainant reported unknown
subject(s) opened two cans of beer
in Kroger's parking lot and then proceeded to leave the parking lot.

SATURDAY,
SEPT. 12
12:07 A.M.
Complainant reported loud music
withm the 900th block of Klotz
Road.
12:19 A.M.
Alisa Hartlage. 20. of Springboro.
Ohio, was arrested for open container of alcohol and underage possession of alcohol within the 100th
block of Troup Ave.
12:21 A.M.
Complainant reported their apartment was broken into within the
2000th block of E. Napoleon Road.
12:29 A.M.
Ryan Bryan. 21. of Crestline. Ohio.
was cited for open container of
alcohol. John Calhoun. 18. of
Williamsville. NY. was cited for
disorderly conduct for urinating
in public and Denny Miller. 18, of
Findlay. was cited for open container of alcohol and underage possession of alcohol within the 200th
block of N. Summit St.
1246 A.M.
Michael Piatak. 24. of Mentor.
Ohio, was cited for open container
of alcohol within the 500th block of
N. Enterprise St.
Unknown subject attempted to get
into City Tap with a fake Indiana
ID
12:57 A.M.
Alex Wittmer. 20. of Bowling
Green, was cited for underage possession of alcohol within the 800th
block of Fifth St.
1:02 A.M.
Logan Lentz, 20. of Ashland. Ohio,
was arrested for open container
and underage possession of alcohol
within the 800th block of Fifth St.
1:04 A.M.
Ryan Kelly. 19. of Cape Coral. Fla..
was cited for open container and

underage possession of alcohol
within the 200th block of N. Main
St.
1:11 AM.
The door window of the Oazel was broken when someone
attempted to go inside. Damage
valued at $500.
1:23 A.M.
Samuel Riggie Jr.. 21. of Perry. Ohio,
was arrested for open container of
alcohol within the 100th block of N.
Mam St.
1:26 A.M.
Bryan Thompson. 23, of Newport.
Ky.. was cited for disorderly conduct
when he was observed urinating in
Lot 4.
1:28 A.M.
Complainant reported after
accidentally spilling beer on an
unknown subject he was then
punched in the face at Uptown/
Downtown.
1:37 A.M.
Kyle Kozane. 21, of Perry. Ohio,
was cited for disorderly conduct for
urinating within the 100th block of
N. Mam St.
1:44 A.M.
Josue Soto. 21, of New Philadelphia.
Ohio, was arrested for possession of
marijuana at the corners of N. Main
and E. Court Streets.
1:49 A.M.
Shane Hetrick. 20. of Bowling
Green, was arrested for underage
under the influence and Zaccary
Patterson. 20. of Bowling Green,
was arrested for underage possession of alcohol within the 100th
block of N. Enterprise St
2:31 A.M.
Kasey Jahns. 21, of Bowling Green,
was cited for disorderly conduct for
urinating within the 100th block of
N. Prospect St.
3:00 A.M.
Complainant reported unknown
subjects began a verbal argument within the 2000th block of E.
Napoleon Road.
5:16 A.M.
Mia Miller. 25. of Bowling Green,
was arrested for criminal damaging
when she scratched her husband's
car within the 1000th block of
Sandridge Road.
3:59 P.M.
John Powell. 50. of Findlay. was
arrested for receiving stolen property and theft when he knowingly
possessed work stolen from the
Black Swamp Arts Festival valued
at $958.18.

FOOTBALL
From Page 1
be the last as the Falcons' next
drive was stalled by an illegal chop
block, turning a 2nd down and 1
into a 2nd and 16.
"We were going for the jugular,
we were trying to end the game
there, we took a shot and we got
called for the chop block," BGSU
coach Dave Clawson said. "That's
when I thought the momentum
really swung away from us."
One series after their offense
committed the 15-yard, momentum-killing infraction the defense
ran into its own troubles as the
Tigers drove 87-yards, culminating
in a 27-yard touchdown pass.
It was the Missouri offensive line
that paved the way to victory after
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Dnclicx, Nepal,
Thailand & Dnc\ones\a

CHIP0TLE

• Wood Sculptures
Tex+iles
£\ift ilJtems

From Page 1
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peditor" in charge of local business marketing for Bowling
Green's Chipotlc. He said he has
the application on his iPod Touch.
"You can access il anywhere,"
Kramer said. "|Kven| if you're really craving Chipotle, but you're in
a hurry."
Chipotle manager Amanda
Hochn said the on-the-go ordering options are super easy and
make ordering food fun.

WWWBGVIEWS.COM
4:50 P.M.
Complainant reported unknown
subject(s) broke off the driver side
mirror of his car on the corners of
Clough and Prospect Streets.
9:07 P.M.
Complainant reported unknown
subject(s) cut the tires on his
car within the 900th block of W.
Wooster St.
10:51 P.M.
Hillary Hewit. 21, of Westfield
Center. Ohio, was cited for open
container of alcohol on the corners
of N. Enterprise Street and Leroy
Avenue.
11:45 P.M.
Edward Reed. 18. of Eastlake. Ohio,
was cited for open container and
underage possession of alcohol and
Mark Gehrisch Jr.. 18. of Eastlake.
Ohio, was cited for underage possession of alcohol on the corners of
N. Enterprise and E. Court Streets

SUNDAY SEPT 13
12:49 A.M.
Gaiti Gatheca. 18, of Bowling
Green, was cited for disorderly
conduct when he was observed
urinating within the 400th block of
E. Wooster St.
12:54 A.M.
Dennis Green. 21. of Bowling
Green was cited for open container
of alcohol and Michael Holtz, 20, of
Holland. Ohio, was cited for open
container and underage possession
of alcohol within the 200th block of
Troup St.
1:09 A.M.
Zachariah Hilyard. 21. of Fairport
Harbor, Ohio, was cited for open
container of alcohol on the corners
of Summit and Clough Streets.
2:00 A.M.
Gregory Blinn. 19, and Michael
Dvorak. 20. both of Bowling Green,
were arrested for receiving stolen
property and cited underage under
the influence on the corners of
Grove and Liberty Streets.
2:06 A.M.
Dean Stacy. 19. of Green Springs.
Ohio, was cited for underage under
the influence within the 100th block
of Ridge St.
2:46 A.M.
Matthew Long. 24. of Bowling
Green, was cited for disorderly
conduct for urinating within 300th
block of E Wooster St.
3:17 A.M.
Michael Ohalloran. 34, of Bowling
Green, was cited for disorderly conduct for urinating within the 100th
S. Main St.

CASH
From
According to the police report,
both Islep and Means began
printing fake S20 "on or about
August 31, 2009" and all the
individuals "knew or suspected
that the $20 would be used as
real currency" that morning.
Although all the bills wen." not
found, one of the males said
he believed Estep and Means
printed approximately $180 in
fake $20 bills.
"We don't believe the bills were
used on campus," Wiegand said.
The males did stop at Barney's
Gas Station on E. Wooster St.. but
stated they did not try to spend
the counterfeit bills, knowing
they would probably get caught.
lipon further investigation,
the four subjects were found to
be in possession of marijuana
and admitted to purchasing
marijuana earlier in the evening
with one of the fake bills.

URINATION
From Page 1
catch because they're done by
the time an officer can get out
there," he said.
Aklmugh il is difficult to catch students in the act. verbal warning are
soil given in these circumstances.
At linn's, these verbal warnings

can be embarrassing enough to
force the violator to think twice
about it in future endeavors.
"We doni have a lot of repeat violators in this area." Shumaker said.
Probably a high percentage
of it is alcohol-related," he said.
"You know, you don't have your
nonnal sensibilities and dial's
not something you'd normally
do walking back from the bar
with your friends."
Although urinating in public
may seem like a more convenient task for the male perpetrator, both I letrick and Shumaker
commented dial the ladies are
sometimes just as shameless.
"I've probably seen more guys
just urinating on the side of a
building," Shumaker said. "But
I've seen a fair number of female
students (hat will stop and do it.
sometimes right out in the open."
Junior Ke'Lita Sherrod has
never been cited for public urination, however, she thought
giving tickets for the act was
going a bit too far.
"I understand that it is an issue,
but I feel that if it isn't on someone's residential property, then it
isn't a big deal." she said.
"I feel like Bowling Green police
officers don't have anything better
to do with their lives, so they just
give out rickets for everything,"
she added. "I mean, birds, and
dogs and everything else do it"

a first-half BGSU defensive front
was able to pressure quarterback
Blaine Gabbert multiple times.
"They really stepped it up in
the second half compared to the
first. They really got more physical," junior defensive end Angelo
Magnone said. "We didn't really
get away from our gameplan. Unjust missed some assignments on
the line and gave up some big
plays."
UN Tiger offensive line made
their presence fell in the fourth
quarter, as they lead the way on an
8-play. 61-yard drive that resulted
in a touchdown by running back
Derrick Washington.
Despite allowing the go-ahead
touchdown, BGSU did have a
chance to respond but was forced
to punt from their own 41-yard
line after they were whistled for a

false stan penalty.
"I was going to go for it on fourth
and five," Clawson said. "And
then it became fourth and six and
fourth and 11, so I thought our best
chance to get the ball back was to
punt it."
While BGSU did get the ball back
after holding Missouri to a thnt'and-out. they couldn't get their
offense going like they had earlier as a fourth down incompletion
ended their comeback chances.

According to Simenic, Chipotle
fans can also save their favorites,
such as a type of burrito or taco, to
make it even easier the next time
they order.
"It's generating really positive
reviews in the media and blogosphere," Simenic said.
Although the application
is receiving positive feedback.
Hochn said the amount of incoming business from ordering alternatives is "not very much right
now."
"Maybe 1 percent of our sales
are from online ordering," Hoehn

said.
According to Hoehn, those who
utilize the online or application
ordering programs are the younger demographic of customers who
are busy or always on the go.
Additionally, Simenic said that
while the restaurant has a wide
range of customers, there's a huge
following of college-aged Chipotlelovers.
"So if you know you're going to
be starving after class, you can put
your order in, put in your pick up
time, and it will be ready," Simenic
said.

JOHN MlWlOVt HAL ESTATE, INC.
One and Two Bedroom Apartments, Duplexes &. Houses
Available for immediate occupancy.
Rental Office: (419) 354-2260
319 E. Wooster, Bowling Green, OH
(Across From Taco Bell)

univcrsity;:i I ,

organization.

Education Building steps
9am-Bpm Today

www.johnnewloverealestate.com
Hours: M-F: 8:30-5:30, Sat: 8:30-4:00
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Some teachers still have
problems with Blackboard
5

Li 3
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By Sarah Bailay
Reporter

Students try to stay on lop of
their course loads, but professors'
inconsistent use of Blackboard
could leave some assignments

used by students through their
MyBCiSU account. Professors
may choose to use the system
lo post and view assignments,
grades, projects, announcements,
readings, interact in discussion.
etc.
As a way to contact their students, several professors Ire
quently use the online portal as
a way to communicate outside
of class on a daily basis. I Imvevcr,
other professors choose not to
use Blackboard at all. The inconsistent use of the program leaves
students wondering why some
teachers use this online tool and
others do not.
Neal Jesse, a professor of the
political science department, has
used the program in the ixist. bin
does not use it anymore.
"It is difficult for the Instructor
to use and navigate, and half of
the students would Inotl get the
information I |x>sted anyway," he
said.
I le added the grade book system is "slow and clunky."
Overall, lesse explained he

could just get the information
to the students through olhei
means, such as handing them a
syllabus at the beginning of the
course that already explained the
readings and assignments' due
dates.
Other professors, like Sarah
Uainey, a Women's Studies
instructor, believe Blackboard is
a positive and valuable program
that is beneficial to their leaching
style.
The online discussion boards
an' nice because it gives the students a chance to participate
ill another way besides class,"
Uainey said.
(letting students to use the
discussion boards, however, may
prove hard or easy depending on
the motivation Involved, she said.
Ohio Slate University uses a
different system called "Carmen,"
which isverysimilartolSlackhoant
said Uainey, a former OSU professor.
While Uainey hasn't used the
fXSU Blackboard grading system
yet. she said the OSU grading system was easy, quick and there
wen' Interactive features includ-

ing a lilm glossary, sell assessments and online qubzes.
As for University students,
using Blackboard lias become a
necessitj in classes where professors use n. Students can miss a
given assignment if the) do not
check their Blackboard regularly
li is also up in students to remember which teachers use the tool
and which do not as well as
making sure to chirk for e-mails
Iroin teachers who may not use
Btai khoard.
"Three out of five of mj teachers
useit/'Iri-slinianKyleighleenestra
said, The ones that do, use it to
put all their documents up."
Because professors constantly
post course documents on the
program, Feenestra said she
checks it everyday
Many students are ill the same
situation, where some of their
professors use Blackboard and
some don't While some students
doni mind, others think frequent
use of the s\ stem would make it
more convenient to stay up-todate with assignments.
"I wish every one of my teachers
would use it" Feenestra said

GET A

Many Moons Art Sale

The Harold McMaster
Visiting Scientist Lecture

Blackboard is a tool hen'at the
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Bid week comes to an end
GONE GREEK: The girls of Pi Beta Phi chant along with hundreds of other sororities late Sunday evening. The culmination of each sororities
fall bid weekend ended at a celebration in the Union.

Flu outbreak puts hold on Cornell fraternities
Cornells IFC stops social events for a week as possible HlNl flu diagnoses rise
By Michad Stratford
The Cornell Daily Sun (U Wire)

AsthenunibcrofCorncllUniversily
students diagnosed with probahli'
HlNl influenza rose to approximately 450 Wednesday, the
InterFraternity Council enacted
a seven-day moratorium on all
its social events to help curl) the
spread of flu on campus.
"We have an obligation as leaders to take this seriously," ll"C
President Eddie Rooker said. "I
whole-heartedly think that this
is a logical and reasonable step to
take right now."
The HO action comes duringa
week that has been especially taxing on the university's resources
as a result of the HlNl outbreak.
The increase in the number
of students experiencing flu-like
symptoms has produced an
"extremely high" volume of patients
calling and visitingthe university's
Gannett Health Services, which
is causing "considerably longer"
wait times, according to Sharon
Dittman, associate director of
community relations at Gannett.
Earlier this week, Gannett
officials were forced to temporarily suspend the scheduling of
appointments for routinecaredue
to the influx of flu-related patients.
The health center remains open
for pressing concerns, however.
Dinman emphasized that the
approximately 450 students who
have been diagnosed with "probable HlNl flu" as of Wednesday is
not an accurate count of the number of students who are actually
infected with HlNl.
"We have no way of knowing how
many members of the community
have had HlNl flu," she stated in
an e-mail Wednesday night. "The
number reflects only the number
who have been evaluated and diagnosed as having probable HlNl
influenza. Confirmed HlNl influenza requires laboratory testing,
which is authorized by the health
department in only a very limited
number of circumstances."
Dittman said that the HlNl
virus at Cornell has been causing
"mild to moderate" symptoms in
most people, who have been generally recovering within 4 to 7 days
with self-care at home. However,
she rioted that Gannett had
been coordinating with Cayuga
Medical Center on a daily basis for
students who require after hours
care, emergency services and hospitalization.

FRUGAL
FAIXON$
15 Things We Spend
Too Much On-Part 1

Though tlie moratorium on
At last night's ll-C meeting, university officials sought to brief social events passed by a nearly
some Greek student leaders on 3-to-l margin, some students
expressed concerns with the
the flu outbreak.
Travis Apgar, associate dean of necessity and effectiveness of the
students for fraternity and soror- resolution.
"Swine flu is not an issue in our
ity affairs, expressed concern over
the general lack of alarm within house. We were going to have
the Greek community regarding a party this weekend but now
people will be afraid to come
flu prevention.
Christine Stallmann, Cornell's next weekend," said an ll-'C
director of environmental health member who wished to remain
and safety, advised ll-'C members anonymous.
Steven Wald, who had been
to take precautionary measures
within their own houses in the planning Tan Epsilon Phi fraternicoming weeks to reduce the ty'sannual party forthis weekend
and attended last night's meetspread of swine flu.
"Really the best way to pre- ing, expressed concern over the
vent the flu is your own personal moratorium and said there was a
hygiene. Make sure your houses mixed reaction within his fraternity to the decision last night.
have soap," Stallmann said.
"Every one acknowledges that
She further suggested that students thoroughly clean high-con- swine flu is serious. It's not sometact surfaces—such as doorknobs, thing to messaround with. I think
remote com mis and fridge han- the IFC had great intentions, but
dles—as the virus is passed via 1 voted against it. I'm not sure
how effective it will be. There's
direct contact and is not airborne.
Stallmann praised the IFC no way to stop people from going
leadership after the meeting, but off-campus."
stopped short of saying whether
Wald added that he thought
she thought the week-long party that the IFC should have deferred
to the decision-making of individstoppage would be effective,
"They're being proactive," she ual houses to determine whether
said. "I think they're asking the social events need to be cancelled
rather than producing an acrossright kind of questions."
Stallmann said that the Office the-board ruling.
President Rooker responded to
of Environmental Health and
Safety has been busy over the past some of the dissenting voices by
few weeks training and educating underlining the importance of
employees in units like Campus the moratorium at the end of the
Life and Building Care on how to meeting.
"If we can take a serious step
iiHxIifythciroperations to prevent
the spread of flu on campus. I ler like this, then people are going
office also oversees the Cornell to know this is serious," Rooker
University Emergency Medkal said. "We can control what kind
Service, which has received a of environments we're providing.
slight, but not significant, increase I know we like social events, but
we need to take a step back."
in calls this week, she said.
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Union Theater

8 ci.m. - 9 p.m.
Exhibit #3: There Will Be
Oil

UAO College Poster Sale

Union Gallery Space

Union Multipurpose Room

Monday Night Trivia
Black Swamp Pub

8:50 - v.50 am.
Greek House Director
Meeting

11:50 am. - 7:50 p.m.
H20 Prayer Meeting

207 Union

Prout Chapel

www.ilovetrends.com

Preferred

Properties Co.
Find A Place To Call Home
www.preferredpropertiesco.com

Haven House Manor
Fox Run Apis.
Piedmont Apts
Updated Birchwood (small pet allowedl
Mini Mall Apts. (Downtown)
1 Bedroom & Efficiencies
Houses

vw.bgiu.edu/tmml
419372.2252
OFFICE HOURS

? GLASS CITY
1 FEDERAL
/S£%*CREDIT UNION

Some evenly later, horn events bquiedu

TRENDS! oaTUac*

MnKE YOUR HOME AT:
Brought to you by:

North steps of Education Building

Laptop cases • Dresses

3. Bottled water

Souite Vouno. Monty

IFE

CALENDAR OF EVE NTS

.BG'S Newest Boutique^*-..

1. Pseudo health products
2. Brand new technology

S

participate in another way besides class."

behind
University commonly known and

i

"The online discussion boards are nice
because it gives the students a chance to

Mon-Frl: 8-4:30
Sat: 10-2
530 S Maple St

419-352-9378

OPEN
LATE
UNTIL
3am!!
Thursday-Saturday

I

Medium
Heller InjmilK-ntv
Belter Pt/fj
I 1 Topping
I Pizza and
I your choice
of an order of
breadsticks
1
or 4 chocolate
I pastries

9

99

Expires Sept. 30, 2009
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"No one wants to have to sidestep puddles of urine while they are anywhere in town and no one
wants to watch you relieve yourself.
- Lt. Tony Hetrick. of the Bowling Green Police Department, on public urination [see story, pg. 1].

ibblKbtl
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Besides the bathroom, where is the best place to pee?

"In the woods. It's

"On a tree, because

pleasant and relaxing

you can hide behind

with nature around

it".

"The dumpsters by
Circle K. I do that all
the time.'

ADRINAWOLF.
Freshman.
Early Childhood Education

CACEY COOPER.
Senior.
Tourism and Event Planning

"Wherever the police
are not."

k

VISIT US AT
BGVIEWS.COM

Have your own take on
today's People On The
Street? Or a suggestion for

NICKSTEPHAN.
Freshman.
Architecture

A conversation with Stubby
McDrool on religion and health care
"Why?"

I he sounds of Prank Sinatra and
the I'ii'tl Pipers singing "I'll Never
Smile Again" oozed from the
jukebox at the faculty lounge.
I was halfway through my first
glass and I looked up and saw
him.
"I lev Stubbs! Over here." 1
called.
Stubby McDrool followed the
voice, situ me in the booth and
started walking in my direction.
"Hi. Phil. Sorry I got held up.'
Department meeting, "lie said as
he slid into the dark red seat.
"Ah yes, meetings." I intoned.
The practical alternative to real
work."
He filled an empty glass, and
we got caught up on the latest
developments: family, classes.
that academic paper that could
never quite get finished. The
usual stuff.
The talk then turned to politics (as it usually does) with comments about the president's teleused address on health care this
past week,
There was a brief pause, and
then Stubby began: "Hey Phil,
mind if I ask a personal question?"
"Depends on how personal it
is." I replied.
You re a Catholic, right? You
practicey our religion, don't you?"
Stubby asked, a little tentative.
"Yeah. I'm a Catholic. I keep
practicing and hope someday to

get it right," I responded, trying
to give new life to a very old reply.

"Well," McDrool continued,
I read your fictitious State of
the Union address. Doesn't your
belief about the government
not getting into health care go
against the leadership of your
church? I remember reading
one time that the Catholic bishops came out in favor of food,
clothing, health care, education,
etc. for everyone. Aren't you
afraid of butting heads with your
church officials?"
"Not really, Stubbs." I said, topping off my glass. "The bishops
have stated that universal heath
care is the right of every human,
along with food, clothing, shelter, leisure and education, liut
they'll Ix.' the first to state thai
they're not economists. So long
as a political system respects the
rights and dignity of humans,
the church is OK with it. So
they're not specifying a course
of action to take. The church
doesn't endorse any particular
economic system."
"So. it's really about goals, not
the means to achieve them,"
Stubby summarized.
"Right," I continued. "It's up to
us as citizens to figure the best
way of accomplishing the goal.
I myself don't trust government.
If they can't keep Social Security.
Medicare, Amtrak or the Post
Office solvent, why should we
expert any IxMter with health
care?"
"Hut don't Catholics talk a lot
about feeding the hungry and
clothing the naked?" Stubbs
responded.
"Absolutely, it's one of our
core beliefs," I continued. "But
die question is: who should feed
the hungry, clothe the naked,

provide health care, etc? I don't
think the federal government
has any business or competence
in it. If they start to do all these
things, how will it he funded?
The answer is taxation. If I help
someone in need, that's a noble
and vittUOUS thing to do. If I haveto pay my taxes, and some of that
goes to feed the hungry, where's
the virtue in that?"
"There isn't any," Stubbs
replied. "You have to pay your
taxes. It's a duty."
"Exactly." I continued." There's
no virtue in that, liesides, I think
it's far more efficient for people
and drug companies and hospitals and doctors to get together
and donate their time, talent and
treasure toward solving the problem. Tliere's virtue and nobility
in that, which you'll never find
by funding those activities with
taxes."
"So, the argument is about at
what level should the care be
funded?" Stubbs concluded.
"1 think so. My church in
recent years has stressed subsidiary; pushing a problem down
to the lowest level that it can
be solved at. I think the states,
t>eople or co-ops are much more
able to handle the problem dian
Uncle Sugar in Washington. We'll
never know until we try it. We do
know what happens when Uncle
Sam gets involved."
"Well, maybe," Stubbs said.
"I'll need to think on it more."
"Here, let me fill you up.
Maybe that'll help." I said, grinning as I reached for the handle
of the pitcher.

Respond to Phil til
tltenewsQ'bgnews.coni

Torturers at Guantanamo Bay
must be held accountable
By M.Alex Stephens
Rocky Mountain Collegian (U-Wire)

When the United States started
using Guantanamo Bay to indefiniteh detain individuals without
change, and later to torture them,
the villains who authorized the
malicious program became war
criminals.
1 hey, and we don't know quite
yet who. spilt in the faces of
every U.S. citizen by undermining our beliefs with the pathetic,
and sadly believable pretense of
national security.
Obama needs to take steps,
such as criminal investigations, to
rectify the sin of his predecessor
to show the rest of the world, and
especially our own citizenry, that

America is still strong enough to
tread the path of decency and
hold even its own heads of government accountable.
If he fails to do so, if he only
"looks ahead." tacit approval is
given to future presidential illegality. Bypassing the Constitution
to serve personal agendas might
be the least of future civil liberty
rape.
Allowing the CIA to torture,
both mentally and physically,
prisoners of war was flat out
wrong. Not only does torture violate the Geneva Conventions, but
information gained through torture is notoriously inaccurate.
What would the captured
12-year-old (at the time of his
(in.mi;in,miii imprisonment)

Mohammad law-ad know about
current Al-Qaeda operations?
like so many other prisoners of
Cuantanamo. not a whole lot.
Torturing questionably guilty
prisoners violates something
more fundamental than law — it
defiles our supposedly deeply
rooted ethics. Remember those?
Allegedly, ethics are the glue
holding our fragile little democracy together. Without them, we'd
he just as bad as "the terrorists,"
right?
What's with the double standard all of a sudden? America
historically criticizes the harsh
detention practices of other
countries while at the same time
conducting our own in an offshore prison.

SPEAK YOUR MIND
Got something you want to say about an opinion column or news story?
Here's how to get in touch with us for letters to the editor:

*

CURTIS MYERS.
Senior.
Criminal Justice

a question7 Give us your
feedback at bgviews.com.
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Modern art isn't hopeless, it just
needs to find a deeper meaning

Walking through the wonderful Black Swamp Arts Pestival,
I saw many interesting paintings and pieces of art. However,
it became apparent to me that
there seems to be a certain
deeper inherent value lacking from these contemporary
works that could have been
found in art from previous
eras.
It isn't the modernity of the
art that I find fundamentally
flawed — 1 quite enjoy contemporary paintings — rather, it's
the lack of a more substantial
worth or meaning embedded
into its very nature. There isn't
any sense of a transcending
philosophy that has been followed through in the piece of
art from the first stroke of paint
on its canvas until it finds its
place on a wall for display. As
Harold Rosenberg wrote on the
public appeal for modern art,
"They have put into practice
the notion that a bad art work
cleverly interpreted according to some obscure method is
more rewarding than a masterpiece wrapped in silence."
The cubists had a very definite idea of graphical representation and strictly felt their new
method of illustrating perspectives was more truthful than
the standard approach from
before. Even Andy Warhol held

a brilliant notion about mass
production and was able to
successfully demonstrate this
core idea throughout all of his
art. Why don't the artists of
today have this certain authentic audacity?
Perhaps this modern lack of
value is due to the University
not putting enough emphasis
on this fundamental aspect of
art. Being quite familiar with
thedegreeof art produced here,
I notice a great deal of emphasis being put just on techniques
and modus operandi.
Universities teach students
to create art just for art's sake,
which is fine for their academic
career, but the professional and
refined artist needs to be aware
that more is required to be as
influential as the art they studied in their history classes.
Art is not in decline, but the
consideration of its aptitude is.
An artist's search for authentication is simply not enough to
defend their wonderful works
of beauty. More of a concept
and consideration needs to be
fashioned in modern art for me
to consider it legitimate and
justified.
For now, I am appalled at
the trivial level of critically
developed ideas in contemporary art. There is greater
potential for this generation's
art to have more in common
with the remarkable and powerful pieces from previous generations and less in common
with the cheap, non-figurative
wall decor that can be found
in any Wal-Mart, which was

mass produced to have specific
appeal for the Cheez-It consuming public.
Some will argue that art
doesn't need to have this
underlying and well developed
profound attitude of beliefs
and bearings. This is reasonable to think because we were
taught that art merely appeals
to the emotions and this is
what is sufficient to ask of art.
However, we must not forget
that art will have a greater connotation if it is used as a conduit of communication to fight
for ideas, convey theories or
develop society.
The public doesn't have
to settle and accept what is
now considered modern art
because soon all of the value
we find in modern museums
will come from installations of
ready-mades or knick-knacks
that belong in flea markets and
craft shows.
Until contemporary artists
develop ideas and philosophical concepts to be displayed
and interpreted in their art,
the potential of modern art to
be transcending and wonderfully inspirational will be lost.
They need to create something
that is abundantly absorbed in
thought.
As Golda Meir once stated,
"The public history of modern
art is the story of conventional
people not knowing what they
are dealing with."
Respond to Matt at
thenews@bgnews.com

CALLING ALL COLUMNISTS AND CARTOONISTS!!!!
Need a place to voice your opinions? The Forum
section is looking for more people like you to write
columns and illustrate for us.
Contact us at thenews@bgnews.com,
call us at 419-372-6966,
or just swing by our newsroom in 210 West Hall.

ONLINE: Read the tesl of this
article online at bgv#ws com

■ E-mail us at thenews<Pbgnews.com.

■ Drop a note into our new comment box at the Union
Information Center.
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California wildfire
continues to blaze,
pushing estimated
containment date up
to Sept. 19
IRWINDALE. Calif. (AP)
- Officials say the wildfire burning
in Southern California's Angeles
National Forest won't be fully contained until Sept. 19.
The previous containment date
was Sept. 15.
US Forest Service spokesman
Tom Debellis says crews yesterday
are watching for flare-ups along the
120-mile perimeter of the massive
fue noith of Los Angeles, which has
burned more than 250 sguare miles.
The arson-caused blaze is 84 percent
contained.
Debellis says more firefighters are
being sent home every day. There
were 1.519 men and women working
the blaze yesterday.

Federal officials say
sorting through and
determining the
fate of looted relics
could take years

Abortion opponents
get signed support
for ballot measure
PUEBLO. Colo.-There's nothing subde about the sales pitch by
abortion opponents who are gathering signatures at the Colorado
State Fair for a ballot measure that
would give legal rights to fertilized
embryos.

SALT LAKE CITY -Once the
legal dust settles from the nation's
biggest bust of Southwestern
artifact looting, federal officials
face another daunting task: deciding what to do with the ancient
sandals, pipes, pendants and thousands of other items associated
with the investigation.

"Would you like to sign a petition to stop abortion'" asks Keith
Mason, head of suburban Denver's
Personbood USA Mason and
a corps of volunteers gathered
thousands of signatures during the
two-week fair to have Colorado's
constitution define people from "the
beginning of biological development
of a human being."

It could take years to sort
through the ancient Native
American relics - seven truckloads have been collected already
this summer - and determine
where each should go. said Emily
Palus. the U.S. Bureau of Land
Management's national curator in
Washington. DC.

"I think that people are people
from the time they are conceived,
and they should be treated as such."
said Pat Kraus of La Junta. 61. who
signed the petition at a booth under
a "LIFE COUNTS" banner.

Most of the items from those
found guilty will likely end up in
hand-picked public museums in
the Foui Cornels region or with an
American Indian tube

Personbood USA is similar to
anti-abortion campaigns before it.
but it's taking a bolder approach It
wants to end all abortions, even in
cases of rape or incest, by adding
fertilized embryos to constitutional
and legal definitions of humans.

-Mike Stark (AP)

-KristenWyatt(AP)

Where:
Congressional
Democrats seek to
play down role of
public option idea

Investigation of a Yale
graduate student's
disappearance leads
FBI authorities to a
landfill in Conn.

President Obama
issues statement
of disapproval in
response to Mich,
activist's shooting

NEW HAVEN. Conn. (AP)-The
FBI says authorities are searching a
Connecticut landfill as part of their
investigation into the disappearance of
a Yale University graduate student.

WASHINGTON (AP)
- President Barack Obama is calling the shooting of a Michigan antiabortion activist "deplorable."

FBI agent Bill Reiner said yesterday
that investigators are searching the
Connecticut Resources Recovery
Authority's landfill in Hartford. He
says officials are "following the trash"
that left the laboratory He declined
to comment further.
Twenty-four-year-old Annie Le was
last seen last Tuesday morning at a
university laboratory in New Haven.
Authorities say Le. a pharmacology doctoral student originally from
Placerville. Calif, swiped her identification card to enter the lab. but there is
no record of her leaving despite the
many surveillance cameras around the
complei.
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WASHINGTON-The White
House and its Democratic allies
yesterday tried to play down the role
of a government insurance option in
health care legislation as the party
in power worked to reclaim momentum on President Barack Obama's
top domestic priority

The White House yesterday
released a statement from the
president on the shooting of
James Pouillon. Obama says that
"whichever side of a public debate
you re on. violence is never the right
answer."

His spokesman described the
public option as just one way to
achieve Obama's goal of providing
coverage to the estimated 45 unm
suied Americans without insurance
His senior adviser contended the
White House was ready to accept
that Congress would reject the idea,
though he. too. said it was an option,
not a make-or-break choice.

The two-sentence statement
comes after a Friday shooting spree
that left Pouillon and business
owner Mike Fuoss dead in the small
Michigan city of Owosso. Pouillon
was shot while standing across
the street from a school, holding a
sign that pictured the image of an
aborted fetus.

Congressional Democrats took
care to say the idea, backed by liberals and targeted by conservatives,
is not a deal breaker in a debate
that has consumed Washington for
the summer and shows now sign of
abating.

A truck driver was arraigned on
charges ol first-degree murder later
Friday.

Bowen-Thompson
Student Union
Multi-purpose Room
2nd Floor When:
Mon. Sept. 14 thru
Fri. Sept. 18
Time:
9 A.M.-6 P.M.
Sponsor:
University Activities
Organization

-Philip Elliott (AP)
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Men's golf team opens season
with John Piper Intercollegiate

Road struggles continue
Men's soccer team can't garner win on road trip
John Lopez
Reporter

FOOTBALL
Missouri drops out
of AP top 25
After their narrow 27-20 win
over BG Saturday, Missouri
dropped out of the AP's top

The men's soccer team continued
their string of poor results on the
road, losing to Richmond and
playing I" a scoreless draw against
Duquesne ova the weekend
Playing at the Duquesne
Invitational in Pittsburgh, the
Falcons opened the weekend
Friday against Richmond, a team
that luil yet to win a game on

The Moons, playing with their
first choice hack line for the first
rime this season, could only keep
the Spiders oil Ihe seoiv sheet for
four minutes, when Richmond
midfielder led Antoun headed a
cross past goalie Jell'Smoker.
The scon' line remained then'
until the 11st minute when Falcon
forward Cameron llepple found
the hack of the net on a pass
from Max Wcston. Ihe assist was
Western's first college career point.

the young season, by scoring their
only goal in the 180 minutes of
weekend play.

By Christopher Rambo
Reporter
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LONE MAN: Cameron Hepple scored BG's
only goal of the weekend.

SOCCER | Page 7

Twelve golf programs from all
ovet the Midwest will descend
on Bowling Green this week
to tee it up in the lohn Piper
Intercollegiate.
The tournament will be
held at Stone Ridge Golf Club,
a 7,064 yard, par-72 layout on
the west side of the city. It will
consist of 54 holes of stroke
play beginning this morning at
8 a.m. The first two rounds will
be completed today, with the
third round set to get underway at 8:30 tomorrow morn-

ing.
Notable participants in the
event include: Cleveland St.,
Dayton and defending champion Ohio University.
One distinct advantage
the Falcons will have on the
competition, however, is the
fact that Stone Ridge is their
home course, where they
practice the vast majority of
the time.
"Our guys definitely feel
comfortable here |at Stone
Ridge)," said coach Garry
See PIPER | Page 7

•25. Their loss, combined
with upset wins for Houston
University and Michigan

TIGERS 27 I 20 FALCONS

University, pushed Mizzou to
• the 26th spot. The Tigers are
• still ranked No. 25 in the USA
' Today/coaches poll. Future
- Falcon opponent Boise State
• moved into the No. 10 spot in
■ the AP poll.

ONLINE
The BG News
Sports Blog
Be sure to log on to The BG
News Sports Blog for con-
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ASSISTANT: Junior Alicia Almond had an assist and look two shots against Youngstown
State Saturday.

tinued news and updates on
your favorite Falcon teams.
www.bgnewssports.com

ONLINE
The BG News
Sports Twitter
The BG News sports section
has a Twitter feed. Be sure
to log on while your favorite
team is playing. We may have
in-game updates.
www.twitter.com/bgnewssports

Today in
Sports History
1974-The Phillies and
Cardinals combine to use
a record 51 players in a 17
inning game.
1971—The now defunct
World Hockey Association

After Friday shut out,
BG women's soccer
produces own shutout
By Angelo Velotta
Reporter

There were two shutouts this
weekend for the BG women's soccer team this weekend, one for the
Falcons, and one against them.
Friday, St, lionaventure shut
out the Falcons 1-0, but they
turned the table on Youngstown
State, shutting them out 2-0.
With St. lionaventure. coach
Andy Richards said his team
couldn't get any momentum
going.
"We never got going," he said.
"Never got in a rhythm.
"It was one of those days. 1
couldn't put a linger on it."
The Bonnie shut out was BG s
first home loss of the year.

Keely
Chandler
Scoted both goals
for BG in a 2-0 win
Sunday

But
they
regrouped
Sunday and played well
against YSU.
The Falcons were led by freshman Keely Chandler — who
scored both goals for the BG in
the shutout.
Chandler provided two firsts
for the team this year with her
goals. She became the first multiSee SHUTOUTS I Paqe 7

forms.
1883—One-armed pitcher
Hugh Daily throws a no-hitter

VOLLEYBALL HOSTS TOURNAMENT

for Cleveland.

ENOCH WU I THE BG NEWS

OH. COME OH: BG coach Dave Clawson argues with an official during Saturdays 27-20 loss to No, 25 Missouri. The team
committed eight penalties that cost them 99 yards m the game - a stat that did not please Clawson.

YELLOW-FLAGGED
Notebook: Penalties play big role in Falcon loss to No. 25 Missouri
By Sean Shapiro

The List

Assistant Sports Editor

After BG allowed Missouri to

COLUMBIA, Mo. — After only committing
six penalties for 49 yards in their season
opening win over Troy, BG committed eight
infractions for 99 yards in a 27-20 loss to No.
25 Missouri Saturday.
"It was real frustrating especially seeing some that happened on offense." said
defensive end Angelo Magnone. "So it was
frustrating to stay on field longer then we
really had to."
Both the offense and the defense committed big, game changing penalties, including
a chop block call that moved them out of
Tiger territory and ultimately changed the
momentum of the game l-'alcon coach Dave

score 21 unanswered points
on Saturday, we take a stepby-step look at the Falcons
downfall:

5. Redzone failure:
While BG did pick up field
goals in the first half, they
failed to make it to the endzone missing out on a potential eight points.

4. Derrick Washington:

Clawson said.
In addition to the chop block, the offense
also was called for an illegal shift early in the
second quarter that turned a possible touchdown drive into a field goal.
"We had the one motion call on third and
one, and then its third and six. And now.
instead of hopefully having a first and goal
and possibly scoring, now you're kicking a
field goal," Clawson said. "That potentially
cost us four points."
The defense committed their share of penalties as well, including a late hit penalty and
a personal foul for holding the facemask on
Kevin Alvarado which extended a Tiger scorSce NOTES
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The Mizzou running back ran
for 120 yards on 25 carries,
including the game winning
touchdown run with 5:25

BG cross country teams find success at home

• remaining in the game.
3. Fatigue: The Falcons

Women finish second
as four Falcons runners
finish in the top 10

^outplayed the Tigers in the
•first half, but in the second
half, BG couldn't hang with
_ the No. 25 team in the nation.

By Brad Frank
Reporter

2. Offensive Line:
Mizzou's offensive line was
. dominant in the second half.
j controlling the line of scrim• mage especially on the game
winning drive in the fourth
quarter

1. Penalties: BG comCHRISTINA MCGINNIS

I

mitted eight penalties for
99 yards, including a game
•xhanging illegal chop block in
'. -the third quarter.

ALL-TOURNEY: Freshman Allison Kearney (above) was the only Falcon named to the Best
Western Falcon Plaza Invitational AH-Tournament team last weekend. The Falcons struggled
in the tourney, losing to Wisconsin-Green Bay Friday and Northern Iowa Saturday before winning their final match against Robert Morris, also on Saturday. BG's overall record now stands
at 7-3 after the team had one of its best overall starts in recent history.

The Falcon women's cross country team had a strong showing in
its home opener Saturday at the
Mel Brodt Invitational.
BG scored 46 team points,
finishing second among five
Division I teams and second
overall out of 13 teams. Dayton
won the D-1 team title, placing
the first five ntnners of the meet.
four BG runners finished in
the top 10 among D-l mnncrs,
See WOMEN | Paqe 7

Men's team places fourth among Division I teams
By Brad Frank

Reporter

#
like last year. BG's men's cross
country team placed fourth
among Division I teams at the
Mel Brodt Invitational. But this
year, the runners improved their
times significantly, indicating
the difference a year makes for a
young team.
Dayton won the team title, as
11 of its 15 runners finished in
the top 25.
BG, one of four D-l teams to
compete Saturday, placed eighth
overall out of 12 teams.
BG junior Chris Moody finished sixth with a time of 25:11, a
personal record and a three-minute improvement from last year

»

at the Brodt Invite.
Freshman lason Salver finished
12th (25:46) in his first collegiate
8K race. Icssc Smuda finished
22nd, recording a personal record
of 26:49, overa minute-and-a-half
improvement from last year. Ben
Leininger recorded a personal
record of 2721, finishing 25th.
Abraham Busienei (27:33),
lohnstone Kirui (27:34). Peter
Miles (27:47), Jeff Enter (2759),
lohn Bernard (28:36), and Erik
Kuehner (31:00) also competed
for the Falcons Miles' time was a
personal record.
"We still need to work on closing gaps between runners ahead,
See MEN | Page 7
I
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Moving on up
Seniors Tyler Sheehan and
Freddie Barnes both moved up in
the school ivconl books Saturday
After making 10 catches for
70 yards. Barnes moved up
lo seventh in all-lime career
receptions.

With his 29 completions
CHRISTINA MCGINNIS
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DIVING AHEAD: The Falcon rugby club continued its success against Ohio with a 6i-3
victory.

Falcon rugby continues
success against Bobcats
By C J Wat.on
Reporter

The l-.ilcon rugby team looked
sharp on both sides of the IKIII
Saturday showcasing their speed
as they rolled to an impressive 633 victory over the Ohio University

Bobcats.
Coach Tony Mazzarella was
extremely impressed with the
team's performance.
"We really got off to a gn-at start,
which is something we had trouble
with last year," Mazzarella said. "We
moved the ball way well and the
backs ran (heir plays to perfection."
Hy half NickVKiani was the first to
put points on the Ixiaid lor HGas he
hit a penalty kick early in the game.
Shortly alter, wing ROCCO Maner
sped down the sideline blowing by
defenders en route to a 50-yard try
thai would lie converted by Vtviani.
Before the half, the liilcons
looked unstoppable iis they strung
together live mote Hies to bring
the score to 37-0 at the break.
following the half, BG started
right where they left off and continued their dominance.
As the second half began, flanker
Ross Barelt knifed his way through
the middle of the Bobcat defense

and eventually passed the ball off
to fellow flanker Tim Moody, who
look il the rest of the way for die
score.
Niter in the second half, Mauer,
Barelt and Mark Vhiani went on to
SCOR tries for the Falcons.
The Bobcats scored their only
points near die end of the game on
a penally kick.
The Mauer brothers wen highly
effective in Saturday's game: Rocco
scored 15 points and Dominic finished the game with 10 for the
Falcons. Nick Vivian! remained a
threat as he put in 12 of his own
on four conversions and the carry
penalty kick.
BG's offense shincd bright as
locy Newton, Tony Brown mid
Mark Vlviani each scored five for
BG. Nick Bnindenslein capped
off the Falcons' scoring with two
points of his own on a conversion
kick
I lie falcons an' now looking
ahead lo ihis Saturday as they are
slated to lake on the Michigan
State at home.
The falcons have not lost lo the
Spartans in the last three decades,
posting 39 wins, and the last lime
BG lost to die Spartans was in
19T8.

and Sally lerop (15th; 19:17) were

among six BG runners lo place in
the top 25 for BG.
Also in competition for BG
were Megan Kelsey (19:44), Mindy
Henry (19:53), and Courtney
Knimmcrt (20:24).
"The women were very aggressive and they fought hard." said
coach Cam) Wells. "1 was very
pleased with their effort."
BG will compete this Saturday
in the Bronx at the lona Meet of

MEN

PIPER

From Page 6

From Page 6

WOMEN
From Page 6
with freshman Abby Koch leading
the wav. finishing sixth with a time
of 18:45.
Andrea I'creira de Almeida
(8th; 18:47), Carly Wells (9th;
18:52), Ashley Fischer (10th; 18:53),

Autumn Dettmann (13th; 19:11),

but I'm pleased because we
showed tremendous improvement from last year at this meet,"
said coach Cami Wells. "(Xetall
I'm not disappointed I liked how
we showed more hear! today."
BG will compete in the Bronz
at the lona Meet of Champions
Saturday.

SHUTOUTS
From Page 6
goal scorer this year, and she
also was the first freshman to
score this season.
Goalies Alexa Arsenault
and Becca Ison combined for
anolher defensive led shutout.
Overall, the Falcons played
better, in part because of better passing.
"IWe had| better possession
of the ball," Richards said.
Richards was also happy he
was able lo field 22 different
players Sunday.
"So many players did well
today," he said.
This weekend the team will
travel lo California to play a
weekend of games against UC
Riverside and UC Irvine.

SOCCER
From Page 6
"It doesn't make up for the loss.
We need to play a more complete
game," Weston said, "liven/thing is
starting to click for us.
"We did not take advantage of our
opportunities against Richmond,
and Richmond was able to take
their chances well."
The lead was shon Bved though
as the second half started eerily reminiscent of the first, with Richmond
SOOdng live minutes after tile restart
on a strike by lake RusselL
The falcons found themselves
chasing the game after the Spiders'
second Spiders and allowed a third
after 68 minutes.
"1 think we oul played Richmond,
but we had some mistakes on die
back line." said right back lyler

I

Sheehan moved into the second spot for most in a career,
now trailing only Brian
McClure, and his first quarter
touchdown pass to Ray 1 lulson
moved him into a tie with Ryan
Henry for the fourth most in
school history.
It's good
Freshman kicker lerry
Phillips made both of his field
goal attempts, improving to a
perfect .'i-for-.'l on the season.
Phillips converted on a
career long 37-yarder with 1:45
remaining in the first quarter
to give BG a 10-0 lead.
He also added a 32-yarder
later in the first half, moving
the Falcons lead lo 13-6.
The kicker also made both
his extra point attempts, even
though the first one was partially blocked before it went
through the upright.
Passing to himself
Sheehan also made his
fourth career reception late hi
the fourth quarter.
After his pass was blocked
by the Tiger defensive line,
Sheehan caught the ball and
ran for a one yard loss.
The reception was also the
first of Sheehan s career to not
result in a touchdown.
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6
11
14
15
16
17
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20
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23
25
27
28
30
34
36
37

Savory gelatin
Green gems
Delivery experts, briefly
Irish writer who said "Always
forgive your enemies; nothing
annoys them so much"
All thumbs
One ot the Three Slooges
Where to hear letters recited
Pipe with a bend
Sending to overtime, as a game
Avoided a trial
German "Alas!"
Word sung after a ball drops
Prefix with sol
Oscar Madison, e.g.
Lady Godiva spotter
Arena for MacArthur
Have in the crosshairs
Grammar elements, or what the
first three letters of 17-. 30-. 45and 62-Across literally are

Champions.
Wells said she's looking forward to seeing how the women
can improve, especially since they
compeied Saturday without two of
their top runners, Barbara PowetS
and Heather Conger.
"1 told the team to lx' patient,
knowing that Ihey want lo run the
best they can as soon as possible,"
Wells said. "VVe can be a really
Strong team when fully healthy."

Winger. "They know where and
where not to miss."
Sophomore Parker Hcwit
agreed with his coach's assessment of the course.
"Playing at Stone Ridge a lot
certainly helps," Hewit said. "As
I go around practicing, I am
able lo formulate a game plan
and gel a general idea of how I
will play certain holes."
Fellow sophomore Drew
Preston said there are lots of
positives lo the course.
"There is a lot of room in the
fairways here, which provides a
nice opportunity to attack some
holes," Preston said.
A possible counterbalance
lo any home-course advantage
will he the fact that the Falcons,
like all the other teams, will
have to undergo the rigors of
walking the entire 54 holes on a
sprawling golf course.
The players will get no respite
in between Iheir first and second rounds, going from the 18th
green straight back lo first tee.
The endurance test is an element of college golf most people
overlook and one he believes
will be crucial in determining
this week's outcome Winger
said.
Deal. "We had some miscommunicalion in the back, and we had to
fix il. We need lo be safer at times
on defense."
The 3-1 loss was the diird
straight for the Falcons, after starting the season with a win versus
Marshall.
The Falcons needed a quick
turnaround, as they were back
on the field 24 hours later to face
tournament host Duquesne. The
Dukes left it late the prior evening,
beating Manhattan widi a strike in
the 85th minute.
Unlike the game against
Richmond, which saw the Falcons
out-shoot the Spiders 18-12,
including a 10-2 advantage in
shots on goal, the Falcons were
forced lo play a more defensive
brand of soccer against die tournament hosts.
But unlike the prior day, the

falcon defense was able to post a
clean sheet over 110 minutes in
double overtime, earning a scorelless draw.
Smoker recorded his first shutout for the Falcons, saving six
shots. The Falcons were out shot
24-11 on the evening and were
lucky to not let in a late goal
as Duquesne's Dave Cassanelli's
shot went of the cross bar widi 10
minutes left in regulation.
The lalcons next test will come
this weekend as they visit Dayton
Friday before hosting 1PFVV
Sunday.
Weston believes the team needs
to gel positive results before entering league plav against No. 1 Akron
Sept. 26.
"We need to get two wins this
weekend, which will help our confidence going into Akron." Weston
said.
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Big crowd
The crowd of 65,401 thai took
in the game was the largest for
Missouri home opener since
1978, when 73,655 packed the
stadium against Alabama.

"People who aren't familiar
with college golf don't realize
how much of a loll it Iwalking the whole way] can take,"
Winger said. "These guys don't
gel a break between rounds;
they literally cat lunch walking
down the fairway. Fortunately
our players put a lot of work into
physical fitness. Our strength
and conditioning coach does
a terrific job at working them
out."
In the individual competition,
one of the main storylines figures to center on Falcon senior
— and the defending champion
— Matt Schneider.
A year ago, Schneider engaged
in a tight duel with then-freshman John Mlynarski of Ohio.
After three rounds, the two
competitors found themselves
deadlocked at two-under-par,
forcing a sudden death playoff
lhal Schneider won with a par
on the first hole.
Coming into his senior year,
Schneider would love to replicate last season's win, while
also adding a learn title. Winger
believes his squad, which finished third last year, may be
poised lo do just that.
"We have our sights set on a
really high finish," Winger said.
"We have a lot of depth, and
everyone seems lo be playing
really well right now."

I

ACROSS

Cnbside chorus
Drink slowly
Teeming amount
One way to sit by
Salsa singer Cruz
Commercial tune
Director Lee
Balls' belles
Olympics event with swords
Proofer's mark
Denver _
Ravel classic
40 Candy in a red and
Not often
blue wrapper
to one's neck
41 Vague
Wrestling partners
44 Actress Sandra
Be inquisitive
45 Legally impedes
Hoof-on-cobblestones 46 Nove, postscript
sound
47 Most kely to elicit
26 Overwhelms with noise
1-Down
29 Hamilton is its capital 48 it's removed at the
31 Sorority letters
pump
32 Troublemaker
49 Follower of Guru
33 Some Scottish
Nanak
Parliament votes
53 Maui shindigs
35 Subject for Bohr
56 Untouchables leader
38 City (computer
57 "Law & Order: SVU"
game)
actor
39 "... _ Quit!"
58 Grammy winner for
"Believe"
Wavy design
60 Pre-P queue
Tossed course
63
Luis's
"Listen up'"
"anyone lived in a pretty how
64 Afore
town" poet
65 Inn offerings. AbDr.
The Shining" climax setting
Tuber with eyes
Harness the wind, in a way
ANSWERS
Deli choice
Colossal
Move with stealth
S 3
i o;s|d 3 u l sMi o s
1
NlllBvlA 4 4 *.■*, () H
Miss
H H
Recording studio feature
i n\t H o o H n ili i n
Like nos. above zero
1 Tjn X S | 0 1 NjV i 1 1
i iii I v s H |nn«i"Later!"
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a
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throat
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Help Wanted

For Rent

Looking 4 dedicated, morning/happy
& detail oriented college students lo
help beautify area homes
Reliable transportation necessary
Call MightyMouseMaid at

330-620-6927
Mr Spots is hiringl
Apply in person at 125 E Court St
G

S

Classified Ads

Spanish tutor needed tor pre-school
student In our Perrysburg home
Looking tor dynamic and lun tutor tor
our active learner Early childhood
education preferred, reliable Iransportation req Contact Beth at:
belhweslstamps@yahoo.com

419-372-6977
The BC'i News will nol knowingly accept

jilii'iiiM'tiit'iiis trial discriminate, of
encourage dttCrfntMtJon .ikj-un^r irq
indiiulLt.it of gruup on tin- bull al FMC
MX CORK ifi'nt. itflglon. national oitRln
sexual orientation, auabilify miui u .1
M-trtJii.ofonihi'l'iMM.Idiii OtfMflOjatt)
protected ttttui
1 in-in, Nrnimtni nheitgtti udedbw

CAMPUS POLLYEYES
Try our new steak-n-cheese sticks!

419-352-9638
Help Wanted

visit us online 9

BGViews
iwworm
A DT^ I
IVYWOODAPTS.
J IklrniN./Stinlici'

Spacious Efficiency Unit
•Fully Furnished

After-school child care staff needed.
must be available M-W-F. 3-6pm
or Tuesdays 8 Thursdays. 3-6pm
Contact Sara at:
sperna@ymcatoledo.org

First Month
FREE

•Frig & Micro
•All utilities paid
'77 channel cable TV
• Directly across from BGSU
•No contract needed
•$445.00 monthly

w 419-352-7691 mo
iormorantco.com

! L^^S

419.352.5211

.fcan*

fa.

Fire* ion*

il

•Near BGSU
■Private patioVen trance
■Extra storage
P "Pets welcome
•Short-term leases available

•Local Phone included

Co-eds for innovative ladies' spa
academy 18 yrs. non-smoker, fit
conlident. nurturing, eager to learn
and pass it on Limited PT, great pay
w/ paid training at BG location. We
champion the whole person:
physical, emotional, spiritual. E-mail
short bio to: myo-Fit@myo-Fit.com
Include contact info & sched. ASAP

\\%

419-353-5800

SPECIAL

IBARTENDING! up lo S300/day. No
exp necessary Training provided
Call 800-965-6520 ext 174.

Newer, cozy, I BR duplex w/ deck.
close lo campus, yr lease.
S400/mo + elec. call 419-654-5716

www meccabg.com
Mecca Management. Inc

THE BIGGEST POSTER SALE!
Biggest & best selection Choose
trom over 2000 different images.
FINE ART. MUSIC. MODELS. HUMOR ANIMALS. PERSONALITIES
LANDSCAPES. MOTIVATIONALS.
PHOTOGRAPHY. MOST IMAGES
ONLY S7. S8 AND S9 SEE US AT
Bowen-Thompson Student Union
Multi-Purpose Room on
Mon. Sept 14th • Friday. Sept 18th.
2009 THE HOURS ARE 9am - 6pm
THIS SALE IS SPONSORED BY
University Activities Organization.

Per

955 North Main Si
Nice 3 BR bnck ranch.
S850/mo. call 419-352-5882

Ouiet upstairs 2 BR duplux, living rm.
lull bath, kilchen/dinette S480/mo
Year lease Call 419-654-5716.

For Sale

iliM'iinimuc or1 write Ml) ■dmfJMMnl
nick •»» tiiitM bund 10 if detunator)
lai hint: in tactual basil mtateadingoi false
in nature \n idfertiactnenti an iub)eci
to itllilng .in<l approval

t BR apt now avail, ideal for grad
students or mature undergrads.
close to campus Call 419-352-5414
1 BR unfurn. apts. avail, on campus
shuttle route, semester or yr lease.
call 419-575-4511

419-352-7768

U

"Across from Kohl Hall. HUGE 2br
Apt Great view ol BGSU Ig. kitch.
dining rm. W/D. off-Street Parking
S595/mo. Call 614-668-1116
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T BLACK SWAMP FEST
Photos by Ben Lohman and Alaina Buzas

ABOVE: With the heal bearing down on them. John Jorgensen (center) and his quartet coed off by playing some soft jazz
tunes yesterday afternoon John Jorgensen was one of many bands who performed this weekend at the Back Swamp Arts
Festival.
LEFT: Gene Anthony, a Creole cook from New Orleans serves up a platter of authentic Cajun food Breaded alligator, red
beans and rice, and jambalaya were a few of the many dishes offered at his Caiun booth this weekend.

BELOW TOP: The New Orleans Jazz Quartet entertains the crowd at the acoustic stage on Saturday afternoon.
BELOW BOTTOM: Tammy Carson. 48. Candy Heath. 52. and Carol Bkhvell. 45. sort through beads at the Black Swamp
Bead Clubs tent The Napoleon. Ohio, natives said they were choosing beads to make Christmas presents "This was the first
booth we came to and we had to come back to it." Carson said

ABOVE TOP: Junior glassblowing major Adam Goldberg helps sell glassworks created by

ABOVE: Songwriter/performer Ruthie Foster gets the crowd at the mam stage on their feet with music from her latest album. The Truth According to Ruthie Fotstei" Foster performed dur-

University students Goldberg is part of the Student Art Glass Association, which holds sales

ing the 8 p m. slot on Friday night

throughout the year According to Goldberg, the next sale will be held in the Union Oval,
where SAGA will sell pumpkins for the fall
ABOVE BOTTOM: Isaac Piascik 3, of Bowling Green, gawks at a rhino sculpture on
Saturday The rhino was created by Laurie Sharkus. of Newport. Minn.

